
Delivery Myths vs. Fact 

MYTH: Local governments can adopt and enforce local ordinances to ban delivery 
of cannabis to an individual's home. X 

FACT: In no other instance does a local government have the authority to restrict 
the delivery of a legal consumer product to a person's home, including alcohol 
and cigarettes. Proposition 64 gives local governments the authority to use land 
use and licensing to restrict which businesses can locate within their boundaries, 
and that is still allowed under regulation 5416(d). 

MYTH: Increased cannabis deliveries will result in higher public safety costs for 
local law enforcement agencies. X 

FACT: The illicit market is still alive and well in California - by allowing delivery by 
licensed cannabis delivery businesses, local governments will not only be able to 
effectively audit them, but use the tax dollars generated to enforce upon the 
illegal market. 

MYTH: Allowing delivery into all jurisdictions contradicts Proposition 64. X 

FACT: Proposition 64 explicitly states Californians have the right to, "possess, 
process, transport, purchase, obtain, or give away to persons 21 or older..." 
cannabis. In fact, bans on the delivery of cannabis to a legal consumer's home 

appears to directly contradict the intent and language of Proposition 64. 

MYTH: A delivery business can be licensed in one local government and deliver 
hundreds of miles away. X 

FACT: Delivery is very heavily regulated under the Bureau of Cannabis Control, 
and includes restrictions such as hours of operation which requires drivers to be 
back to the facility by 10 PM. It would be infeasible under these rules for a 
business to deliver that far away. 



July 25, 2018 

Ms. Lori Ajax, Chief 
Bureau of Cannabis Control 
P.O. Box 419106 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95741 

Re: Cannabis Delivery Permanent Regulation $ 5416(d) - SUPPORT 

Chief Ajax: 

On behalf of the above businesses and organizations, we are writing to thank the Bureau for 
their leadership in drafting California's permanent cannabis regulations. Specifically, we are 
pleased to support Chapter 3, $ 5416(d), which would provide protection for employees, 
patients, and consumers by clarifying that drivers of licensed cannabis delivery businesses can 
travel on public roads and deliver into any jurisdiction within the State of California. 

For the following reasons, we believe this section is necessary and should be included in the 
final adopted regulations. 

1) Lack of Local Regulation
As the Bureau of Cannabis Control is aware, the vast majority of cities and counties
have yet to adopt their own cannabis delivery ordinances, and many have instituted
bans. This creates a complex patchwork of policies that are infeasible to track and
adhere to, while many localities lack even a website with pertinent cannabis information
for businesses and consumers. Allowing cannabis retail to reach patients and
consumers despite the slow-moving pace of local governments to institute regulations
will allow the legal industry to survive despite the proliferation of the illicit market.

2) Status Quo Nearly Impossible to Comply With and Unduly Onerous
This situation is particularly complex for cannabis delivery businesses, which operate in
multiple regions, and some statewide. With 482 cities and 58 counties contained within
California, it is an insurmountable task to require each business to understand and know



asserting their authority to ban cannabis delivery are conflating their longstanding land 
use authority to regulate premises within their jurisdiction with their police power by 

attempting to regulate delivery into a private home. 

7) Lower Than Expected Tax Revenues
For many in the industry, it was no surprise that state cannabis tax revenues fell woefully
short of what was projected, with just $34 million of the $175 million anticipated in the
Governor's budget. Indeed, for many of the reasons listed above including lack of local
regulations and licensing, absence of an adequate number of retail licenses, and overly
burdensome taxes and licensing fees, much of the sale of cannabis remains in the illicit
market. Working in tandem with effective enforcement, allow delivery across the state
will open up a much-needed retail market allowing for consumer access to legal
cannabis and the opportunity for the state to realize tax revenues.

For these reasons, we are pleased to see the addition of $ 5416(d) as it would not only provide 
protections for employees, but allow safe and reliable access for patients and consumers. We 
respectfully request that the Bureau of Cannabis Control keep this section intact within the final 
adopted regulations. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Domingo 
Founder & CEO 

Zachary Pitts 
President 

Javier Hernandez 
President 

WeDrop California Cannabis 
Delivery Alliance 

California Cannabis 
Courier Association 



August 18, 2018 

Kathy Smith 

City of Los Angeles Cannabis Social Equity Program-

Social Equity - "Promoting equitable ownership and employment opportunities in the cannabis 

industry in order to decrease disparities in life outcomes for marginalized communities and to 
address the disproportionate impacts of the war on drugs in those communities. 

November 8, 2016, the majority of California voters passed Proposition 64 - The Control, 
Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act (Prop 64). 

The proposition becomes law immediately.... Prop 64 permits adults, 21 years of age and over 
to possess and grow specified amounts of marijuana for recreational use. 

November 2017, Social Equity was passed by the Los Angeles City Council. 

Social Equity: Issues-

Social Equity will give those affected by "the war on drugs" priority applications for cannabis 
businesses divided into Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3. 

The program does not provide participants with information, education, preparation or direction 
on who, what, where, when and HOW to effectively navigate the process to start a Cannabis 
business. Social Equity WILL fail in its current state. 

The cannabis business is one of thee, if not, the fastest growing business in this country. 

As this sector continues its exponential growth, the potential to make huge profits for years to 

come is tremendous for those that can afford to participate. 

There are 31 States including the District of Columbia, and the territories of Guam and Puerto 

Rico that have already legalized cannabis either medical only or medical and adult-use. The 

states that have only legalized cannabis for medical use is gradually changing. Currently, one 

in five Americans lives in a state where they can use cannabis recreationally (adult-use), without 

a doctor's note. 



In 2016, cannabis sales in North America grew by 30 percent and continues to increase. 

Cannabis sales are projected to reach 20.2 billion dollars by the year 2021. 

Considering this industry is still in its infantile stages, this is significant for any industry. There 

are still many gaps that need to be filled by those who are forward-thinking and innovative 

enough to realize this is a once-in-a-generation opportunity. 

We should all know by now the path to a successful cannabis business is not a smooth or easy a 

one to navigate. It is unnecessarily impacted with confusing laws and regulations, exorbitant 

taxes from all agencies, many other foreseeable and unforeseeable roadblocks that make it near 

impossible even for the seasoned business owner. 

We need to provide information that will give a clear road map and preparation for the cannabis 

business journey. 

Social Equity as defined and described are minorities disproportionately impacted due to the 

cannabis laws, a convicted felon for cannabis crimes, low income and education levels with 

minimal or no experience operating a business. 

Social Equity applicants will not and do not have the knowledge to participate in or succeed in 

the cannabis business that is established and enforced by local cities and the state. 

The ordinance for the city of Los Angeles provides no infrastructure and this will cause the 

program to fail. 

Social Equity: Solution-

The Social Equity program needs to provide information, education and guidance for all facets of 

the business. This must also include reasonable or deferred fees and costs implemented by every 

city. 



The template for success should be set and used as a guide for each cannabis business 

component. 

Retail, Cultivation, Manufacturing, Distribution and Testing. Each component needs an 

educational program to include the participants business location, renovation and construction, 

permits and licensing, business plans, business development, staffing, training, accounting, 

security and how to meet all regulations, laws and compliance procedures. 

Cannabis components should be structured and modeled as a franchise. All aspects of the 

business provided to establish a "turn key" business model for the Social Equity applicants. The 

costs and fees will be determined by the business plan, but will give the Social Equity applicant 

the opportunity to succeed with the necessary guidance. 

Los Angeles Population City of Los Angeles Population Composition Source: 2010 U.S. Census 

Hispanic or Latino 49% 
White, not Hispanic or Latino 28% 

Black or African American 9.6% 
Asian 1 1% 

City of Los Angeles Cannabis-Related Arrests (2000-Present) Source: LAPD 

Hispanic or Latino 44% 
White, not Hispanic or Latino 16% 
Black or African American 40% 

LAPD Arrest statistics 2000-2016 

61 % of all cannabis-related arrests were possession of 28.5 grams or one ounce of cannabis. 



Social Equity- Priority 

Applicants shall receive priority processing. 

Tier 1 and Tier 2 Social Equity Applicants shall receive priority processing for Retailer 
Commercial Cannabis Activity Licenses (Types 9 and 10) and for Microbusiness 
Commercial Cannabis Activity Licenses that include retail (Type 12) on a 2:1 ratio with 
all non-Social Equity Applicants. 

Tier 3 Social Equity Applicants may not apply for Retailer Commercial Cannabis 
Activity Licenses or Microbusiness Commercial Cannabis Activity Licenses that include 
retail. 

Tiers 1 through 3 Social Equity Applicants shall receive priority processing for all non-
retail License types on a 1:1 ratio with all non-Social Equity Applicants based on 
License type category, provided that Tier 1 Social Equity Applicants shall receive priority 
over Tier 2 and Tier 3 Social Equity Applicants, and Tier 2 Social Equity Applicants shall 

receive priority over Tier 3 Social Equity Applicants. 

The following definitions shall be applicable in this Section: "Low Income" means 80 
percent or below of Area Median Income for the City based on the 2016 American 
Community Survey and updated with each decennial census. 

REGULATIONS- "California Cannabis Arrest or Conviction" means an arrest or 
conviction in California for any crime under the laws of the State of California or the 
United States relating to the sale, possession, use, manufacture, or cultivation of 
Cannabis that occurred prior to November 8, 2016. 
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